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Summer is finally here!
Suddenly we are thrust into warmer weather perfect for outdoor
painting! Watch that water evaporate quickly, leaving your first
wash dry and toned, just waiting for your second level of detail.
For myself this is one of the most pleasing aspects of
watercolour, literally watching paint dry. Who would have
thought such a boring sounding activity could spark such
excitement of following the bead of water down the paper,
watching the colours blend and merge together creating
textures and mixtures you never could have predicted. This for
me is the key of what makes watercolour the most exciting
medium in which to paint.
So get out there and start playing with your washes. Watch that
paint run down the page and dry in seconds under the hot sun.

In this edition (our largest yet!) of IWS Canada magazine “Canadian Watercolour”
we have sent out calls to all members to provide whatever accomplishments they
have experienced in the last while. We also have some interviews and words of
wisdom to help us all to get over whatever is holding us back and to start on our next
masterpiece. We hope you enjoy this action packed edition of the IWS Canada
magazine summer edition, and thank everyone who worked on this and made it
possible. As IWS Canada continues to grow we are enthralled with the talent and
beautiful works that keep on coming our way. So keep on painting, we can’t wait to
see what you come up with next.

IWS Canada runs on the contributions of all our members, so if there’s something
you feel you can add, please don’t hesitate to connect with us. We are always looking
for more ways to engage and continue to grow the medium of watercolour across
Canada and around the world.
iwscanada@gmail.com

Happy reading!

Ian Wright
IWS Canada - Vice President & Editor

Summer is here!
Summer is here! Time to get outside and shake off all our winter
blues. It’s a good time to try something new and get out of your
comfort zone. IWS Canada members never cease to inspire.
Thank you to all the artists who have taken so much time out of
their busy schedules to contribute and share with us. In such a
vast country as Canada and for those members across the
world, it helps to bring us closer together.

I hope you are enjoying the fellowship we have created thus far
with IWS Canada. In order to keep moving forward, we are in
need of artists like yourselves who are willing to join our board
and make our organization even better. If you are looking to take
your painting to the next level, consider becoming a volunteer with IWS Canada. We are
currently looking for the following positions: Social Media Director, Educational Director,
Membership Director and Treasurer. For more information on these positions, please see
more details at the end of the magazine. If you have any questions, feel free to send us a
message.

Wishing you all some fresh inspiration. I will leave you with a short quote from a painting
master.

“Great things are done by a series of small things brought together”.

Vincent Van Gogh

Happy painting IWS Canada!

Renee Lippa
IWS Canada President
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Members gallery of recent work

Debra Bannister
Who Gives a Hoot

Alice Bottrill
Waiting to be Served

Andrée de Sève
Etang 1

Bill Costigane
Town Center Ireland
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Anca Dimoff
Wasp

Aykut Gurcaglar
Kensington Market



Elise Miron
Entre Ciel et Mer

Arda Griffioen
Bringing in the Catch of the Day

Diane Beaulieu
Invasion Automnale

Cynthia Cabrera
Into the Light

Don Rutherford
Looks Like Rain

Gaetan Pelletier
Dégel



Tiina Price
Here Comes the Sun

Elizabeth Hope
Hope сподіватися

Elsa Gallegos
Funny Fabrics

Christiane Fortin
Fleurette

Ingrid Lefevre
Flower Angel

Adele Partington
Georgian Sunset



Jeannine Desmarais
The Maiko

Kiley Walsh
Eddie Nuff

Ken Loke
Purple Hydrangea

Laurel Best
Spotted at the Zanzibar Luan Quach

Sunkissed

Lan Fang
Life Force



Peggy Burkosky
Los Ayala Mexico
Quiet Street

Nancy Newman
Leaning into Light

Olga Nigulimova
Blue Water

Ma Yazdchi
Shout of Peace

Natalia Outkina
Spring Melody

Nola McConnan
Riverdale Ewes on the Hill



Ian Wright
Comission Portrait

Irina Bakumenko
Summer Sunset in Kelowna

Jan Fretz
Spring is Here Magnolia

Rita Dauchot
Spicy

Renee Lippa
My Bicycle Brings Me Happiness

Roy Tibbits
Bath Ferry



Thank you all for your gallery submissions, we are so proud of all
our members and look forward to the next gallery. We are always
very pleased at the wonderful works you create.

Yitao He
Sunset

Bonnie Steinberg
Windows on Main Street

Wong Sim
With the Wind

Emotion, Light and Depth
Coral was born in a photographer’s family, and art has always been in her
blood. Her light-filled paintings, and expressions of her love for the Divine,
captivate hearts around the world. Celebrated for her ability to capture
emotion, light and depth through soft watercolour strokes, her works are
cherished in galleries locally and internationally.

She has won many awards around the world.
She is the selected representative of the Canadian artists to participate in
the 2022 Fabriano watercolour Festival, her artwork OBSERVER is
selected for the international exhibition in Bologna Italy.
Her painting “Blessed are the meek” was the winner of the International
Watercolour Society 2022 7th International Golden Brush online Contest.

After graduating from Jianghan University
fine arts school (Wuhan, China) in 1988,
Coral dedicated herself to raising her five
children. Together, they lived in the USA,
Hong Kong, Singapore, and Canada, where she now
resides. Inspired by God, nature, and the beauty of
imagination, her heartfelt portraits are a prayerful offering to
the Spirit.
Coral is open to doing commissions for your portrait
paintings.

WHAT ATTRACTS YOU TO WATERCOLOUR?

I love the wonderful "accidents" of colour flow that
cannot be replicated anywhere other than with
watercolour, it is my art medium of choice.

WHAT ARE YOUR FAVOURITE BRUSHES,
PAINTS AND PAPER?

I have a strong preference for soft, Chinese ink
brushes, Baohong and Arches brand watercolour
paper , QOR, HWC, and Winsor & Newton's paints
to create my artworks.

WHAT OTHER ARTISTS DO YOU ADMIRE?

I admire lots of artists, like Rick Huang, Yi
Liu, Nicolas Lopez, Yuko Nagayama, Thomas W
Schaller, Francesca Pracilio and Atanur Dogan etc.

Coral Ye Chen
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Observer

Split Sunshine



WHAT ARE SOME NOTABLE MILESTONES IN YOUR CAREER?

My painting UNDER THE SUN won the Weimer Congemi Memorial Award at 2021 the
Louisiana Watercolor Society’s 51st Annual International Exhibition

My painting BLESSED ARE THE MEEK was the Winner in the “7th International Love,
Peace and Tolerance through art Watercolor Festival Gold Brush Online Contest”

I am so happy to be the Representative of Canada. My artwork OBSERVER is selected for
the international exhibition in Bologna Italy, it‘s the world's largest celebration of watercolour -
Fabriano in Acquarello

WHERE DO YOU SEE THINGS GOING IN THE FUTURE?

I believe that watercolour paintings will continue to be popular well into the future, as the
hobby is appealing for beginners but the techniques take a lifetime of learning to perfect. I
will continue to learn and teach how to paint watercolour works and get involved with the
watercolour community.

JoyUnder the Sun

Sakura

Lady Wear Sunflower Hat

Coral Ye Chen • coral_chen@yahoo.com • facebook.com/coralyechen/ • CoralYeChen.com





5. Clear your calendar. Pick a month you
don’t have a lot going on, clear your
schedule and tell everyone in advance
about your commitment.

6. Prepare your materials. Gather your
supplies, stretch your paper, gesso your
canvas, make a list of your subjects,
gather your models or reference photos.

7. Have a plan B. Make the rules so you
have a plan B for emergencies. In my
case I knew if I didn’t have time to paint,
a drawing would take considerably less
time. I also had 300lb paper that doesn’t
require stretching ready just in case. It
was a life saver.

8. Visualize. Imagine what your days will
look like while doing the challenge, imag-
ine what it will feel like when you com-
plete it. What will be your reward?

There is no way to fail when you commit to a daily challenge, even If you don’t finish, it
will teach you what you need to succeed next time. It will help if you have trouble starting
a painting or if you have a problem finishing it. But most importantly it will teach you a lot
about yourself and how far you can go.

I am putting together a list of resources including the best month-long challenges for
artists, email me at cynthiacabrera.art@gmail.com or send me an Instagram DM
@cynthiacabrera.art if you would like to receive it. I would love to hear from you!

Working in mindful repetition. Half the paintings started
the series “The thing all things are made of” that uses
paper as an archetype for transformation and a tool for
communication. The other half where all about nostalgia.

RemGeneral Relativity

Set yourself up for success

1. Make it measurable. Whatever kind of challenge you do (it doesn’t have to be painting).
make sure is very specific and make it a daily challenge.

2. Have a clear purpose. Write it down if necessary, what do you want to achieve? Is it
discipline? Technical skill? Get use to a new routine or diet? More confidence? You name
it!

3. Be accountable. I highly recommend telling EVERYONE you know that you are doing
the challenge and WHY you are doing it. I cannot begin to express how much it helps to
know people are expecting something from you.

4. Create community. Doing the challenge with other people increases your chances of
success. It can be through social media, joining a group or just inviting a friend who
shares the same goals. Sharing your wins and struggles with someone who understands
makes a world of difference and cheering on someone else will work wonders in you as
well.

Family Dynamics



Nola McConnan - A Harbinger of SpringNola McConnan - Creating a unique mosaic effect

www.merriweatherdesignstudio.com     merriweather@sympatico.ca

4.   This is better. The background and pink undertones lightened, branches simplified. 
The 1/2” square brush develops isolated glazes of colour, most clearly seen in the rocks and sky. Each 
stroke builds both intensity and colour. The isolated shapes discourage the paper from warping.
With each stroke or shape use smaller and smaller brushes. This stage uses mostly a 1/4” brush. 
Always attempt to make or retain square shapes. Note where 
this cannot work. On the rocks, their edges are at an angle. 
The layers divide at that edge. When you feel your tree is 
finished start developing the sky. It will be darker at the top of 

the picture lighter at the bottom.

5. Step away. Give your brain and eyes a chance to 
refresh. Allow the layers to dry and keep the 
squares clean and crisp. Later your fresh eyes will 
see places that detail can be added without over    
working. No overworking = NO mud.
Later it’s time for the final touches. Reds in the 
green foliage, yellows in the branch tops, purple 
in the centers. Detail the waterline edge and the 
reflections.  Using the edge of your brush add 
grassy blades Lastly, some bright gouache adds 
tiny flowers
When you decide it is finished it is!

Sister Island Pine

All images captured and created by Nola McConnan
©Nola McConnan/Merriweather Studio, May 2022 for IWS

STUDIO
Lake Joseph’s Sister Islands are a rocky outcrop on the eastern side of the lake. They receive all the 
harshest weather as they rise out of the deep with very little “earth” confined to the fissures in the 
granite. These trees are true survivors. The islands are a nice early morning row or kayak paddle from 
our friend’s cottage on Little Lake Joe.  NO reference other than observation.
Materials 
Important note! Since this method is slow and does not flood or soak the sheet, you do NOT need to 
stretch your paper. This image was created on a loose sheet. 
• Canson mixed media sketch book for an idea sketch. Water soluble fine line marker and Inktense.
• Winsor & Newton pigments
• Flat brushes, 1/8” to 4” across. You start with the big ones and work to smaller ones as the image 

develops
• Watercolour Paper 16” on the long side in block or loose. Brand of your choice. Minimum 140 lb. 

Better 200 lb. Best the heaviest you can afford. Aquaboard, Ilustration board etc

Steps
1. Idea Sketch from an initial graphite field sketch in a 4” x 6” spiral bound book. Now about 10” por-

trait layout. Fine line water soluble marker and Inktense colour using a water brush, Arches 140 HP. 
2. Linear sketch developed in graphite on a sheet of legal size (14 x 8.5”) bond paper, for transfer to 

the watercolour surface. It is sized to fit sized to fit 16 “ portrait layout and saved. This makes it 
easy to create a new work should something not work out. Transfer this to your working page 

3. First Try. The lightest tones are laid in with the biggest,1” or more, of your brushes for the under-
tones. It may take a couple of tries to arrive at an image that you feel you can take further. This 
image did not work. The background was too dark for this stage of the painting. Back to that saved 
linear.

1

3

2

4

5



Andrée De Sève - First Prize for Abstract Watercolour

I am honoured to have won first prize for
an abstract watercolour 'Rencontre en
vol' at the 2022 Biennale at the Société
canadienne de l'Aquarelle in Trois-
Rivières.

The exhibition is being held until May 29.

Rencontre en vol-Aqua - Andrée De Sève

This afternoon the Federation of Canadian Artists "Animalis" exhibit opened at the
Federation Gallery on Granville Island. I have two works on exhibit in the show. Both
more experimental than my usual.

Please go to Animalis to see all of the wonderful works from far and wide on display.

Three of Nola’s works in the upcoming 8x10 “Anlimalis” exhibition at the FCA Federation Gallery in Vancouver

Log In Granite Edge



Sim Wong - CSPWA accepted

 
 

PATRON 
Her Excellency,  

The Right Honourable  
 
 

Governor General 
of Canada 

PRÉSIDENT D'HONNEUR  
Sa Excellence  

La très honorable  
 
 

Gouverneure générale  
du Canada 

President / Présidente 
Sam L. Boehner 

First Vice President 
Vice-Presidente 

Marlene Madole 

Second Vice President 
2em Vice-Presidente 

Poppy Balser 

Past President  
Ancienne Présidente  

Jean Pederson 

Directors / Directeurs 

Missy Acker 

Jennifer Annesley 

Deanna Beaujot 

Wendy Hoffmann 

Anthony Saldutto 

Helen Shideler 

Brittney Tough 

 

Regional Director Quebec 
Directeur Régionaux Québec 

Shari Blaukopf 

Atlantic Provinces  
Provinces de l'Atlantique  

Vacant 

Northern Ontario / Ontario Nord 

Ellen Catherwood 

Eastern Ontario / Ontario Est 

Vacant 

Central Ontario / Centre l’Ontario  
Ancienne Présidente  

Vacant 

Western Ontario / Ontario Ouest 

Anita Wood 

Alberta / Prairies  
Brent Laycock 

British Columbia  
Colombie Britannique  

Alice Bottrill  

Administrator  
Janet Tovey 

 

 

 

 

THE CANADIAN SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN WATER COLOUR 
LA SOCIÉTÉ CANADIENNE DE PEINTRES EN AQUARELLE 
80 Birmingham St. #B3 Etobicoke, ON M8V 3W6  info@cspwc.ca www.cspwc.ca 416 533-5100 

 

 

April 21, 2022 
 
Sim Wong 
6 Marilyn Ave. 
Toronto, ON 
M1S 1C1 
 

Dear Newly Elected CSPWC Member, Sim Wong. 
 
Congratulations on becoming an elected member of the Canadian Society of 
Painters in Water Colour/ la Société Canadienne de Peintres en Aquarelle.  
 
It is my honour to welcome you and I trust that you are equally excited to be 
included with this distinguished company of painters. This will be a strong stepping 
stone to your own personal contribution to the cultural fabric of our nation.  
 
Opportunities to exhibit your work will give you a chance to be part of the 
expression of Canada’s best accomplishments. We hope you will seize this 
opportunity and make a strong contribution to The Society. 
 
One of the best parts of being a member is the extraordinary artists you will meet, 
and your realization that some of them will become your most trusted friends.  They 
will be encouraging and understanding in your efforts and will commiserate with 
your struggles as a creative individual. Most of all they will be an inspiration to your 
own muse and join with you in presenting our national expression of the medium.  
 
You will soon receive your Membership Certificate which has been printed with 
archival inks on a matte photo paper. 
 
Once again, congratulations on the receipt of your Membership Diploma and happy 
painting!!! 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Sam L Boehner 
President CSPWC 

  

 

The Dance

Adele Partington - Upcoming Tours

I am participating in the L.E. Shores Gallery Show, in Thornbury from May 7th
to June 5th with the Tiny Art Collective.

I will be participating in the Coldwater, Ontario Studio Tour running on June
25th and 26th, there will be 18 artists in 5 locations and an outdoor
marketplace . Great way to spend a day in cottage country!



Rita Dauchot - Awards & Contests

I am happy to send you some news about my ongoing solo exhibition in Namur, Belgium
and about several online and in-gallery exhibitions with which I will be participating in the near future.

SOLO EXHIBITION, MAY 2022
Rita’s artwork is exhibited at the " Castle of the Counts ", a
place steeped in history, located in the very heart of the
Citadel of Namur, the capital of Wallonia, Belgium.
For the 9th time, the Perfumerie Delforge will open its door to
her art, during the entire month of May 2022, combining the
know-how of creating subtle fragrances with the art of
watercolor.

Her work " THROUGH THE LIGHT " was selected and
exhibited in the " ART CONNEXION France-POLAND "
exhibition, in Albi, France, from 25th up to 29th March 2022.
It received a Global Top 50 Recognition Award – Portraits and
Figures.

" WE WERE SO HAPPY… ALL THE TRAIN’S CRYING" was
exhibited in the " LOVE AND PEACE International Online Art
Exhibition 2022 ", organized in order to support the Ukrainian
population.

Rita proudly represented Belgium, together with her artist
friend INGRID LEFEVRE.

Rita’s " PLAYFUL INTERACTION " was accepted for the
International Watercolor Exhibition, Niigata, Japan.

Two of her works, " HIMALAYAN BLUE " and " THROUGHT
THE LIGHT " passed the first round of the 2022 Spring
Malaysia International Online Juried Art Competition, in the
categories Floral & Still Life and Portraits and Figures.

" Sunshine Girl " was previously selected to the first North
American Online Contest and Virtual Exhibition, in 2021,
offering her the opportunity to take part in it as a proud
member of IWS Canada.

Ingrid Lefevre - Awards & Contests

Hereby the
competitions I
participated
and got
selected in the
beginning of
this year…

2 collages… I was selected in the 1st
round of Ifam Malaysia International
online juried art competition, category
Still life & floral ‘Clematis in green’
and category Figures and Faces with
“Lucy in the sky”

Coming up…. Selected by IWS Spain
with “Abuelo Arsenio, Guajiro
Cubano”, the old farmer will be
exhibited in Casa Cantabria in
Madrid, opening June 24, 2022

‘Best friend’s company’, the girl with
the dog, is now exhibited in Museo
de la

Acuarela in Mexico City till the and of
August 2022. It came out as winner
for Canada in the 1st North American
Online contest.

Honourable mention for my
watercolour painting “Mark,
homeless” pour le prix international
des professionels de l’art 2022,
international art competition of
Mondial Art Academia

International online art competition
“Love & peace” organized by IWS
Azerbeĳan especially in profit op the
Ukrainian population, taking part
together with Rita Dauchot, also
member of IWS Canada and both
selected for Belgium with our
“Sunflower paintings”, the national
flower of Ukraine.

“Lotte” will be displayed in the Niigata
Museum, Japan from 12-15.5.2022,
organized by the Japanese
international watercolour institute.

Coming up… “Amèle, my belle” was selected for the
III Triennal of watercolour & Spirit by IWS Bulgaria,
opening on 12.07.22 till 12.08.22 in the beautiful
Boris Georgiev City Art Gallery in Varna, Bulgaria

“Nightstop in Havana”, I was selected by the
National Watercolor society of America for the
members exhibition 2022 in San Diego California
and awarded with a scholarship award, jury Tim
Saternow. The exhibition is open till 3 June.

“Graffiti car” & “Rey”, Cuban singer musician’ were
selected for the Members triennial online exhibition
of the San Diego Watercolour society and “Rey” got
an honourable mention by the Jury Antonio Masi.



Alice Bottrill - Awards & Contests

1 My painting “ Winter Cottage” 22 “x20” was selected to be part of the Art
Project 2022 – “A Peaceful World”. The painting will be included in an
annual book “Nouvelles Aquarelles 2022” published by Art Pyreneenne
and Association and Center of Art in France. The book will be free for the
French audience and participated artists. I know a few other IWSCA
members are also part of this exhibition including Tiina Price,Tom Young,
Denise Diering, Celinda Stevens and more. Congratulations to all!

2 I taught two workshops for “ World of Watercolor” last month in a small
town called Agassiz with 12 local artists attending. I attached the two
demo paintings here “ Fishing” and “ Waiting”( small white boat). All of
the participants are retirees that keep their interest strong to learn more
about the magic of watercolor. They are my inspiration because I wish to
look as good as they are in their 70’s or 80’s by simply using a few
brushes and paints!!

Fishing

Winter Cottage

demo for local artists

watercolor demo for local artists in
April 2022 Agassiz, BC

Luan Quach - Awards & Exhibitions

Contest Award:
-"The Candle of Hope" was awarded
1st Place of the International Online
Art Competition "Love & Peace" held
by IWS Azerbaĳan as a joint spiritual
and material support to the Ukrainian
people. (First Place, Love & Peace)

Exhibitions:
-“Untold Past”, awarded 2nd Place
in the North American Watercolour
Contest held by IWS Canada, IWS
USA, and IWS Mexico, is now
displayed at the EDOMEX
Watercolor Museum ‘til end of August
2022. (Untold Past, Mexico
Exhibition)

-“The Warmth of Izmir” and “The
Mayor of Izmir” are off to Turkey,
getting ready for the Watercolour
Festival Exhibition from May 21-24.
The paintings will be bestowed in the
Watercolour and Future Art Museum
of the Cultural Centre of Izmir Turkey.
(Off to Izmir, Luan Quach)

-“Untold Past” was selected to be
part of the Canadian team for
FABRIANO in ACQUARELLO 2022
in Italy May 2022. (Fabriano, Luan
Quach)Untold PastLove & Peace

Fabriano - Luan Quach

Off to Izmir



Laurel Best - The ink Seems Alive Nancy Newman - First Place Award!

On April 29th, I was very happy to receive 1st place in Watercolour at the 58th Annual Art Aurora Juried
Show.
Below is a photo of the painting and one showing Linda Welch, President of the Society of York Region
Artists, myself,and Mayor Tom Mrakas of Aurora. This show is open to all artists in Ontario and occurs the
first weekend in May every year. Our members within driving distance of Aurora might consider entering
next year.

Spring at Last

Laurel Best’s Website
https://laurel-best.pixels.com



Tiina Price - My Path to Watercolours

Watercolours have always enchanted me – the translucency of the paper, the transparency
of the paint, the interplay with water that no other medium can quite capture! Perhaps that is
why there were paintings on my walls before there was furniture in some rooms of my
house.

My artistic career began by default. I blame my husband. Alarm and a query of “What’s the
plan?” were his responses to my statement that I planned to retire in the fall of 2001. Every
day for over a month, he anxiously repeated the question. Finally,
one day, to his surprise (and mine), I blurted out, “I’ll watercolour
paint!”

I had zero experience with watercolours, so when a couple of weeks
later he gifted me with watercolour paper and paints, I thought he
had bought me oil paints. I didn’t realize that watercolours came in
tubes. (I remembered watercolour paints as a set of coloured disks
in a metal case I had seen in grade school.) It took 3 weeks for me
to screw up the courage to try the step-by-step example that came
with the paints.

With great effort I produced a postcard- sized painting of a crofter’s
cottage in the Scottish Highlands. You can see I had my work cut
out for me...as did the excellent artists whose workshops I
subsequently attended.

Fast forward twenty years: my paints of choice are professional
grade Winsor Newton and Daniel Smith (in tubes, no less.) My
favourite brushes are my da Vinci squirrel hair mop brushes, and of course, any sable
brushes. I find 200lb. Saunders Waterford cold press paper affords me the best results for

my favourite wet-in-wet techniques. My paintings on Yupo are
looser in style and flow from my imagination.
My style tends to be representational. Like good literature, I
think a painting creates a mood, suggests a story, while being
careful to leave something to the viewers’/readers’
imagination. Inspiration comes from my travels, the people I
have met, and from nature.

“Painting with watercolours allows the nuances of nature to
unfold. I am continually intrigued by the play of light on water,
the shadows in foliage, the changeability of skies, the vibrancy
and subtlety of colour. As a medium, watercolour permits me
to experiment capturing the transparency of these qualities.
My paintings celebrate not only the energy and vitality of
nature, but its serenity and harmony.” (My Artist’s Statement)

My future plans primarily involve continuing my pursuit of watercolour excellence. I also plan
to keep on trying new things, and to enjoy all the experiences watercolour offers.
Instrumental in this has been IWS Globe in providing a vast array of international
opportunities, and IWS Canada which has enveloped me in a family of artists, many of
whom I am fortunate to call friends. Long may the adventures continue!

Conduits

Garden Gate

Wish FulfilmentLa Piazza

Golden Hour Reflections

L’Etoile de l’eau



1. My painting, SUMMERTIME, AND THE LIVIN’
IS EASY was accepted into the IWS Azerbaĳan
International Art Online Exhibition in support of
Ukraine.

2. My 2 watercolours will be in the CSPWC
Western Ontario Regional Exhibition at the Royal
Botanical Gardens in Burlington, Ontario, May 7-
June 12, 2022.

3. My watercolour, MIDWINTER MORN,
CAMBRIDGE was accepted into the IWS Siberia
“ONCE UPON A TOWN “ Exhibition in Novosibirsk
from April 26-May 23, 2022.

And another Tiina Price exhibition piece, A STAR
AFLOAT, for Japanese International Online
Exhibition of Watercolour Art…Spring 2022

Summertime and the livin’ is easy

Midwinter Morn

A star afloatCSPWC Western Ontario Regional Exhibition at the
Royal Botanical Garden

Lan Fang - Awards and Exhibitions

Latcham Art Centre, Ontario 2022

LatchamArtCentre,Ontario 2022 JuryShowComprehensive
MediaCompetition: 30piecesof allmedia including sculpture,
oil painting, acrylic,watercolor, handmade, printing,
photography, etc.were selected, anda total of 2watercolour
paintings (includingmyself)were selected from the277works.

AsaCanadian finalist out of 30 to representCanada in the
WorldFabrianoWatercolorCompetition in Italy onMay11,
2022, it ismygreat honour.



Interested in taking your painting career to the
next level consider becoming a member of the IWS
Canada leadership team.

We are looking for directors for the following positions:

- Social Media
Do you enjoy writing? Do you enjoy sharing and connecting with others on
social media platforms such as Facebook and Instagram? We need someone who
is interested in managing our Facebook groups by connecting with members and
help us share the news about various calls, events and our magazine.

- Membership Director
First impressions are everything and we really value making a good impression
when welcoming new members. If you like talking to people and would have an
interest in making people feel part of the “Big IWS Family”, then we are
looking for you!

- Educational Director
Are you someone who has experience or interest in running online workshops,
networking and coordinating artists? As part of a new initiative to offer online
classes and events through zoom, we are looking for someone that is motivated
and a self-starter to help run these online events to support our members.

- English to French Translator
If you like to write and are perfectly bilingual, this position is for you.
We are looking for someone who can translate our quarterly magazine from
English to French. Occasionally, you may have to revise certain documents
translated by a member of the team.

- Treasurer
Do you have experience or interest in learning how to do booking keeping? We
are looking for a detail orientated person who is committed to keeping our
accounting on track.

If you think you might be a fit for any of the board positions listed above or have
any questions, feel free to send me an email to iwscanada@gmail.com

Renee Lippa
IWS Canada President

We Need Your Help Take our Survey
We are always looking for ways to add more value to being an
IWS Member. Here are some ideas we have kicked around for the
future of IWS Canada. To have your say click on the link at the
bottom of the page to go to the polls.

• Where would you like to see a live and in person IWS Canada gallery
showing?

- Toronto
- Vancouver
- Other (please specify)

2. Tell us what additional activities you would like offered to better
enhance your membership experience.

• Outdoor activities in your region

• Bi-Monthly online workshops from a member or invited artists

• Online meetings where members could share their work

• Online meetings with a panel of professional artists that could answer
your questions

You can visit the link here to vote
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/C7X2JSX



Happy Summer 2022
Don’t forget to share with us any of your upcoming events, awards, or projects. IWS Canada
is here to help foster and encourage all our members to reach towards greater enjoyment
and creation of watercolour in Canada and around the world. You can send your news,

contributions, offers, classes and upcoming events at any time to iwscanada@gmail.com

More info at the IWS Indonesia facebook page at
https://www.facebook.com/IWSIndonesia/photos/pcb.4923017631081180/4923016304414646

Upcoming IWS Events

Thank you to Ann MacKenzie & Laurel Best
For the help with editing and proofreading


